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Abstract Smartphone apps have the power to monitor most of people’s
private lives. Apps can permeate private spaces, access and map social relationships, monitor whereabouts and chart people’s activities in
digital and/or real world. We are therefore interested in how much information a particular app can and intends to retrieve in a smartphone.
Privacy-friendliness of smartphone apps is typically measured based on
single-source analyses, which in turn, does not provide a comprehensive measurement regarding the actual privacy risks of apps. This paper
presents a multi-source method for privacy analysis and data extraction
transparency of Android apps. We describe how we generate several data
sets derived from privacy policies, app manifestos, user reviews and actual
app profiling at run time. To evaluate our method, we present results from
a case study carried out on ten popular fitness and exercise apps. Our
results revealed interesting differences concerning the potential privacy
impact of apps, with some of the apps in the test set violating critical
privacy principles. The result of the case study shows large differences
that can help make relevant app choices.
Keywords: smartphone apps · case study · security · privacy · Android
· privacy policy · reviews · privacy impact · privacy score and ranking ·
privacy risk · transparency.
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Introduction

Consumers nowadays frequently use smartphone apps to support and organize
various parts of their everyday errands, and accordingly, smartphones have become
an indispensable part of our lives. Today’s smartphones are equipped with sensing
and recording capabilities such as camera, microphone, fingerprint recognition,
proximity sensors, gyroscope, accelerometer, and more. These are embedded into
?
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the hardware made available to apps and the operating system. As a result, they
produce a diverse range of information including sensitive personal information.
Importantly, because of their mobile nature and use of wireless communication
protocols (e.g. NFC, Bluetooth, 4G, WiFi) to interact with the environment,
they are capable to access, use and transmit such sensitive data to remote servers
without user interaction or without user insight into what is being transferred.
Such a context-sensitive digital ecosystem is highly at risk to produce privacy
violations (e.g. unwanted collection, processing, sharing or invasion [17,35]).
This makes it quite challenging and difficult for the users to compare apps’
privacy aspects and performance and to protect their own privacy. Thus, it is of
particular importance to generate transparency by providing quantifiability and
thus comparability of apps in regard to their privacy impact [16]
This paper presents a combined method for app privacy analysis and increased
transparency that uses several sets of input data. In a joint effort, two research
groups [18,19,24] performed a data collection campaign and combined several
analysis approaches into the method presented in this paper. We analyze textual
privacy policies from app markets. In addition, we extract the use of so-called
“dangerous permissions” from the app metadata. We extract and classify end user
information on app threats from public app reviews on the Google Play app store.
Finally, we monitor app execution by logging app behavior when showing the
dangerous permission credentials to the operating system’s access control system
before they access data sources. The data from these sources then is analyzed
and visualized. The method results in tabular and graphical overlays of the input
data that can show deviations among privacy policies, reviews, manifestos and
actual app behavior. We developed scoring and ranking schemes to compare the
level of personal data usage of apps before installation and during installation.
To illustrate the method, we show data from a case study with data captured
from a set of ten popular fitness apps. Our results enable both ex-ante and
ex-post transparency in the perspective presented in [25], in order to combine
the advantages of both concepts, which allows the incorporation of factual app
behavior in app choice decisions and app privacy impact evaluation.
Motivation: Which privacy-sensitive data does a mobile app really aim to
extract from smartphones? Does the app behavior correlate with the promises
of the privacy policy? What are the user’s privacy-invasive experiences with the
apps? Do the user’s concerns reflect correlated privacy threats? And how will a
consumer or a public authority decide which app of a set of possible candidates
poses the least or an acceptable privacy risk and impact on its users? To answer
these questions, we develop a method that extracts data about apps from several
sources and prepares the data to enable comparison of app privacy impact.
Contribution: In this paper, we show how data from various sources can
be used to assess the potential privacy impact of mobile apps. We further show
results from an application of our method to a case study of apps. We identified
several privacy issues visible from the data. By providing an understanding of
app privacy behavior through data visualization techniques, we show how the
data can easily be visualized with each other.
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Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we explain our
data acquisition and comparison method for privacy impact assessment of mobile
apps in Section 2. Section 3 describes our analysis methods used to overlay the
data and presents the results of our case study on fitness apps. Then we discuss
related work and background relevant for our methodology in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude this paper and point out directions for future research in Section 5.

2

Data Acquisition Methodology

Our multilateral privacy impact analysis is based on a four-pillar methodology
as shown by Fig. 1. We acquire and process information relevant for app privacy
impact from four sources named A1–A4. The sources of information are related
to app vendors, end user feedback and actual app behavior measurements. Our
method processes both static and dynamic information about each app’s access
to personal data. In the following subsections, each pillar is further detailed.

A1
App Market

A2

A3
Data Extractor

A4
User

Permission Manifest
Analysis

Privacy Policy
Analysis

Permission Usage
Analysis

Synthesis

User Reviews
Analysis

Multilateral
Analysis

Privacy-friendliness
Risk Estimator

Figure 1: A high-level overview of our multilateral privacy impact analysis
approach.

2.1

Permission Manifest Analysis (A1)

We collect app developers’ data access intentions from the apps’ Android manifest.
In this app metadata, developers declare use of so-called sensitive permissions
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that grant access to data such as call logs, contact lists, sensors or location tracks
on smartphones.
Prior to Android 6.0, users had to grant all the requested permissions at
install-time and they were not able to revoke those permissions later. Hence,
data access was then unlimited for the future. No information about frequency,
volume or amount of personal data retrieved and transferred was provided to the
data subjects which is still true to some extent for the post-Marshmallow era.
However, in Android 6.0 and later versions, Google initiated a new permission
manager system where the users are able to revise/revoke permissions at run-time.
Although this was an enhancement to give more privacy controls to the users,
but still it was not effective. This is mainly because ordinary users mostly do
not understand the technical definitions of permission requests [11]. Also, they
sometimes value the use of the apps more than their privacy [10,34]. Many apps
transfer large amounts of data to remote servers. The access permissions are
added by app developers, however the privacy policy prose that should be the
base of data subject consent upon installing an app is often very difficult to
interpret when looking for cues about what personal data will be extracted from
a smartphone. In consequence, it is very difficult to assess the actual consumption
of personal data carried out by apps, and thus data subject risk assessment or
impact assessment is difficult.
The permissions are usually granted for an app on a permanent basis after
initial end user approval upon installation. The user will not learn how often
which permissions are being used to access data.
2.2

Privacy Policy Analysis (A2)

As mobile apps are directly dealing with users’ personal data, they need to fulfill
a certain degree of privacy and security regulation imposed by law e.g. the GDPR
[2]. Legislation requires app providers to inform users about their data collection
and processing practices in a written privacy policy. Hence, privacy policies are
the main source for users to inform themselves about how an app deals with
their personal information [32]. In our analysis, we pay attention to privacy
policy texts to examine the extent to which they are correlated with what the
developer’s request (in manifest) and what they do (actual permission usage) in
reality. Hence, we also check the extent to which the app privacy policies are
actually focusing on the app data collection practices, e.g. whether or not the
purpose specification of data extraction based on the dangerous permissions is
already clear in the policy text.
2.3

Permission Usage Analysis (A3)

Mobile app users trade their data for service usage in non-transparent ways.
Accessibility to user data through permissions gives carte-blanche3 access for the
3
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app without any constraints. Though the user has the option to revoke granted
permissions, the absence of monitoring tools and unexpected consequences such as
service exclusion or malfunctions may cause hindrances [5,12,36]. So we measure
apps’ permission access patterns based on the method described in [23]. We argue
that such information can reveal apps’ behavior and its impact on individual
privacy. It has the potential to assist the user to compare apps based on potential
privacy impact and to make decisions based on privacy-friendliness. A comparison
matrix or ranking will also be helpful for choosing apps with the least impact for
delivering a desired service.

2.4

User Reviews Analysis (A4)

User reviews on app market are an additional source of information regarding app
properties. Some contain privacy-related complaints from users. Such complaints
can reveal actual privacy risks. Therefore, we try to extract such information
from the reviews. However, such information is unstructured and it is quite time
consuming to manually code thousands of reviews to gain knowledge about the
privacy aspects of apps. Therefore, we exploit this important source of information
by automatically collecting reviews and then applying machine learning and
natural language processing techniques to extract comments on perceived app
privacy problems based on the analysis of user reviews. The resulting data is
a mapping of apps into a privacy threat classification. We detect not only a
privacy and security relevant user review, but also determine the underlying
threat. Based on our already proposed threat catalog [18], we use these threats
as the input for the classifier as described in Table 1.

Table 1: Identified threats (shown by T).
#

Threat

Description

T1

Tracking & Spyware

T2

Phishing

T3

Unintended Data Disclosure

T4
T5

Targeted Ads
Spam

T6

General

Allows an attacker to access or infer personal data to use
it for marketing purposes, such as profiling.
An attacker collects user credentials (such as passwords
and credit card numbers) by means of fake apps or (SMS,
email) messages that seem genuine.
Users are not always aware of app functionalities. Even
if they have given explicit consent, users may be unaware
that an app collects and publishes personal data.
Refers to unwanted ads and push notifications.
Threat of receiving unsolicited, undesired or illegal messages. Spam is considered an invasion of privacy. The receipt of spam can also be considered a violation of our
right to determine for ourselves when, how, and to what
extent information about us is used.
Comprises all the issues that are not categorized into
other threats, such as permission hungry apps, general
privacy and security concerns, etc.
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3

Multilateral Analysis

This section describes our case study of fitness apps from four different perspectives (A1–A4). It discusses findings and insights gained. Our data collection was
performed in October and November 2018. The first two phases of analysis are
focused on data sources that are available for ex-ante transparency scenarios.
First, apps’ metadata is collected from Google Play store to determine the required permissions that are stated ahead of installation. Second, app’s privacy
policy documents are collected and analyzed to adjudicate the cohesion with
technical data access intents (manifest data) as described in 2.2. The third and
fourth phases are focused on the data sources that are accessible through ex-post
transparency scenarios. Ten fitness and exercise monitoring apps (called the app
set in the remainder of this text) were chosen based on the top search results
on the Google Play app store and were installed and dynamically monitored
to measure their permission access requests. Such selection is rationalized as
follows: (1) Researchers have raised serious privacy and security concerns resulted
from using invasive health and fitness related apps [20,22,28]; (2) Such apps
are sometimes underestimated by the users and we intend to highlight the gap
between their perception and reality. User reviews of fitness apps can be treated
as complementing factor to the technical properties that is measured, which
also supports the emphasis on transparency and intervenability by the GDPR
[9]. As compared with other popular app categories such as Lifestyle, users are
not well-aware of the potential negative consequences of using privacy invasive
health/fitness-based apps. For instance, in the early 2018, already people were
informed about Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data privacy scandal [3]. Hence,
it is generally believed that lifestyle-based and social networking apps are the
only main potential sources of privacy violations; (3) As a result of extreme
proliferation of gadgets and physical activity trackers (such as FitBit), users are
currently surrounded by such technologies. Such technological trend is highly
dependent on wireless communications between gadgets and smartphones (i.e.
health/fitness-based apps) that may potentially impose privacy risks (we can
refer to the fitness tracking app gives away location of secret US military bases
as a famous example of such dire consequences [4]). The app set is listed on
Table 2. Finally, user reviews (collected during the first phase) are analyzed in
order to take perceptions and concerns of the user into account. In the following
subsections, we explain analysis steps A1–A4 from Fig. 1.
3.1

Step A1: Permission Manifest Analysis

In order to perform tasks in Android, apps can request access to system resources
through permissions. The permissions are requested to enable functionality of
apps, but they typically exceed this bare-bone minimum requirement, and hence
are not privacy friendly. Depending on the resource types, consent from the user
is required. There are four types of permissions4 : normal, dangerous, signature
4
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and signatureOrSystem. Normal level permissions allow access to resources that
are considered low-risk, and they are granted during installation of any package
requesting them. The dangerous level permissions are required to access resources
that are considered to be high-risk. In this case, the user must grant permission.
So-called signature level permissions grant access only to packages with the same
author. Finally, signatureOrSystem level permissions grant both packages with
the same author and packages installed in the system receive permission to access
specific resources. Every application or app has a manifest file which contains
information about that particular app (for example - its name, author, icon, and
description). It provides information about the required permissions that are
requested by the developer. Analyzing the manifest and corresponding permission
list offers the primary insight regarding potential personal data access.
Data Collection On the Google Play app store, there is made available public
information about apps. Once we obtain the apps’ url in the Google Play app
store web pages, we can gather the information that we are interested in. We used
the scraper in [1] and for each app we retrieved its app ID, title, ratings, number
of downloads (installs), app category, permission requests and associated user
reviews. Our data set comprises the information of 27,356 apps within Health &
Fitness category from Google Play. In general, there are 142 distinct types of
permissions being extracted across 27,356 apps.
Permission Request Analysis The ten most requested permissions from our
app set can be seen in Fig. 2(top). Also, we retrieved the ten most requested
permissions corresponding to the ten selected fitness apps (based on the search
results, see Fig. 2(bottom)) to examine and compare how different is the requested permissions within the whole category and the chosen app set. As it
can be seen, the most and the least widely requested permissions are INTERNET
(93.88%) and RECORD_AUDIO (6.55%) respectively. Interestingly, almost all the
permission requests (except WAKE_LOCK and VIBRATION) are among dangerous
permission requests. When it comes to the chosen set of ten apps, MICROPHONE is
substituted by SENSOR. Nevertheless, the rest combination is still intact, however,
the percentages and permutations are different.
3.2

Step A2: Privacy Policy Analysis

We also analyzed the declaration of sensitive permission requests by apps to their
privacy policy information. For example, we investigated whether or not the app
developers claim in their privacy policies that they are going to use a certain
sensitive permission. The result is a gap analysis showing the difference between
policy declaration and app privileges.
Data Collection We collected the privacy policy texts of the app set. Considering the dangerous sensitive permission request list, two researchers manually
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Figure 2: The 10 most requested permissions in: (Top) Health & Fitness category,
(Bottom) chosen set of popular 10 apps within Health & Fitness category.
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coded the data and checked the specification of such permissions in privacy policy
texts. Due to frequent evolving nature of apps and their corresponding policies,
we archived privacy policy documents of apps on 12 November, 2018.
Purpose Specification Analysis Art. 5 (1b) GDPR limits the collection and
processing of personal data to “specified, explicit and legitimate purposes” and it
says: “personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes
and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes”
[9]. Therefore, it is of particular importance to examine the extent to which the
studied mobile apps are fulfilling such requirement. As shown in Table 2, we found
14 incidents where the app developers failed to clarify the need of requesting
certain sensitive permissions in their written privacy policy texts (shown by ×).

Table 2: Purpose specification analysis of app privacy policy texts: clarified in
the policy: X, not clarified: ×, not using that permission: N
App # CAMERA SMS CONTACTS LOCATION PHONE MICROPHONE SENSOR
Lifesum
× N
×
N
N
N
×
Endomondo
N N
X
X
X
N
X
N N
×
N
N
N
N
30dayFitnessChallenge
Runkeeper
× N
×
X
N
N
N
× N
X
X
×
N
X
Pedometer
MyFitnessPal
× N
×
X
X
N
X
Runtastic
N N
X
X
N
×
X
N N
N
N
×
N
N
7minutesWorkout
Fitbit
× ×
X
X
X
N
N
N N
X
X
N
N
X
Google Fit

3.3

Step A3: Permission Usage Analysis

In this section, we present results of a measurement which was conducted in Fall
2018 to determine permission usage patterns of fitness apps in an idle scenario
(no user interaction with the app). The app set was installed to observe their
activity throughout a period of seven days. In order to do so, apps’ permission
access log was collected. Apps accessing lower amount of dangerous permissions
are assumed as more privacy-friendly.
Data Collection A prototype probing tool named Aware was used for collecting
logs of apps’ permission usage [24]. It runs as an Android service and documents
apps’ permission access patterns from Android’s AppOpsCommand5 . Periodically,
it checks for the last permission access event by each of the installed apps and
writes respective events in a predefined format. Data collection was carried out
5

https://android.googlesource.com/platform/frameworks/base/+/android-6.
0.1_r25/cmds/appops/src/com/android/commands/appops/AppOpsCommand.java;
Accessed: 2018-10-23
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for one week (starting on 22 October, 2018 and ending on 29 October, 2018).
The target apps were installed on a Nokia 5 Android device running on a vendor
stock ROM (Android 7.1.1) which was rooted for monitoring. The apps under
investigation were not interacted by any user.
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Figure 3: Permission usage: majority of the fitness apps (7 out of 10) kept
accessing dangerous permissions, despite having no user interaction.

Fig. 3 shows permission-access activity associated with the unused apps.
Accessing to some sensitive permissions such as storage, microphone, SMS and
camera while the apps are not being actively used may lead to the following
conclusions:
Permission Access Analysis The collected log indicates the intent to access
permissions by apps. As idle-time permission access is depicted in Fig. 3, following
observations can be drawn from it:
Data Minimization Principle Violation: the permission access events
are supposed to be specific to a particular tasks carried out with an app. We
found quite the opposite: throughout the experiment period, apps kept accessing
permissions. Even though pseudo user installed the apps, their services were not
in use. So, resource access by them indicates potential violation of article 5-1(c) of
GDPR which states that personal data shall be adequate, relevant and limited to
what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed (“data
minimization”) [9].
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Principle of Least Privilege Violation: principle of least privilege (PoLP)
was first proposed as a design principle by Saltzer and Schroeder [33]. According
to PoLP, “Every program and every user of the system should operate using
the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.” Clearly, this principle
is directly connected to “data minimization” principle, as we observed some
apps accessing dangerous permissions which are irrelevant to their intended
functionality, for instance in Fig. 3, Lifesum’s usage of CAMERA and MICROPHONE.
Also, the need of requesting and accessing such sensitive permissions was unclear
in the examined privacy policy texts.
3.4

Step A4: User Reviews Analysis

Crowdsourced user reviews for apps are an additional reference point for identifying privacy threats. It allows us to take the individual’s privacy attitudes into
account and map the identified threats to the corresponding cases. We extracted
app market user feedback for the app set.
Data Collection Using the tool in [1], we collected a data set consisting of
44,643 user reviews corresponding to the app set from the Google Play app store
(in Nov 2018) with a maximum number of 4,500 reviews per app.
Privacy Relevant Complaints Analysis Our goal was to understand what
users were posting about privacy issues of apps. We were interested to first
extract such information, and then, to determine the granularity of privacy
relevant statements (to extract potential privacy threats of apps based on the
analysis of their user reviews). Based on our previous work [18], we used the
collected data as an input for a trained machine learning algorithm (Logistic
Regression (LR) implemented in scikit-learn [29]). This ultimately led to a smaller
result set. In the end, we detected 1,145 privacy and security-based user reviews.
We used recall, precision and F-score metrics to evaluate the performance of
the classifier. The values of these metrics show how well the classifier’s results
correspond to the annotated results. The observation is that the overall recall,
precision and F-score values are of 78.19%, 86.13% and 81.59%, respectively. As
the performance analysis of our classification approach is out of the scope of this
paper, in the following we mainly focus on the quality of the results (information)
that we gathered out of the user reviews. To gain better understanding of the
classified user reviews, Table 3 shows some examples regarding the strength of
our analysis in distinguishing different types of user reviews and their relevant
threat.
In Table 4 and Fig. 4 we report the identified privacy threats associated to
each individual fitness app (Xrepresents the identified threats) and the total
number of privacy relevant user reviews per app, respectively. As can be seen,
Runkeeper and FitBit comprise the highest number of threat-related complaints.
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Table 3: An example of classified user reviews.
#
Sample user review
1 You don’t need to spy on my activities outside of this app. they don’t care about their
customers, they want to ruin the device with horrible bloatware spyware
2 Im still getting warnings that my phone is infected with virus after i update and scan
again. If its not going to work why download it. I have very limited memory to use. No
need to download stupid apps that dont work
3 SHit!Takes control of device.. why my photo is there??!!
4 Ads are terrible Sorry but the ads are comparing to the website really irritating.
5 Simple interface to use with plenty of features - but pop ups
6 Dangerous! requires unnecessary access to sensitive permissions! Uninstalled

T
T1
T2

T3
T4
T5
T6

Table 4: List of fitness apps with their respective identified privacy threats
(shown by X).
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

App name
Lifesum
Endomondo
30dayFitnessChallenge
Runkeeper
Pedometer
MyFitnessPal
Runtastic
7minutesWorkout
Fitbit
Google Fit

T1
×
×
×
X
×
×
X
×
X
×

T2
×
×
×
X
X
×
×
×
×
×

T3
×
×
×
X
×
×
X
×
X
×

T4
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

T5
×
X
X
X
×
×
×
X
X
X

T6
X
×
×
X
×
×
X
×
X
×

The Most Mentioned Permissions Overall, we found 240 statements corresponding to ten sensitive permissions while some of the privacy relevant user
reviews comprise multiple statements referring to a certain permission. Fig. 5
shows the ten user-mentioned permissions out of our analysis concerning the
privacy relevant user reviews. The bar chart depicts that the most mentioned
permissions are INTERNET, STORAGE and PHONE_STATE (e.g. complaining about
access to outgoing calls, phone numbers) being mentioned 46, 44 and 40 times,
respectively. In contrast, CALENDAR, CAMERA and MICROPHONE permissions are the
least repetitive permissions.
3.5

Synthesis of Analysis

To achieve an overall app privacy impact analysis, we fused the collected data
with a scoring algorithm. We presume all permission accesses to be equally risky
for privacy. In addition, we treat the different data sets (A1–A4) as contributing
equally to privacy impact when fusing the results. In order to do so, total 36
infraction points were set up for calculating cumulative privacy impact score. We
assessed the gaps in the privacy policies as defined in Section 2.2. In addition, we
monitored idle app data access. Both Table 5 and Fig. 6 show our result—ranking
of the app set according to the app privacy impact analysis. We acknowledge
that the cumulative sum of privacy impact infraction points lacks some obvious
factors e.g. dependability on personal context, subjectivity of risk-perception,

# Privacy relevant user reviews
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Figure 4: The total number of privacy relevant reviews per selected app.

real-time interaction with apps, individual preferences etc. which remained out of
reach for this study due to enormous complexity for adding meaningful weights
to impact score and thus, it can be deemed as a limitation.
As the results from four different sources are aggregated into a total privacy
impact score as depicted in Table 5, an overall comparison can be drawn from
it by ordering from highest to lowest impact score which represents highest to
lowest privacy impact. The graphs are presented for each app along with ten
dangerous permission groups that could be requested by them (outer blue line
in graph). So, an app has the possibility to accumulate total impact score of 36
(10 for requesting permissions, 10 for not clarifying purposes in privacy policy
(black segments in graph), 10 for accessing permissions when the app is not
in use (red segments in graph) and 6 for identified threats from user review
analysis). For instance, in Table 5, Fitbit’s privacy impact score is 20 (sum of
requested permissions, missing clarifications, usage during idle time and number
of identified threats from user review analysis).
From the graphical representation of apps’ privacy impact in Fig. 6, it is
evident that 30dayFitnessChallenge and 7minutesWorkout are more privacypreserving choices than the rest of the apps. As it is visualized with blue lines
(representing permission groups requested in manifest), they are the least permission hungry apps. On the other hand, Fitbit is the most permission hungry
app (it requests for 9 out of 10 dangerous permission groups). However, apps’
privacy policies lack declaration of data processing related to permissions. These
discrepancies are visualized with black pie-slices which are placed alongside
corresponding permission groups. Google Fit and Endomondo do not have any
discrepancy between their manifest’s permission requests and available clarifications in respective privacy policies.
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Figure 5: 10 most user-mentioned permissions in user reviews.

Table 5: Synthesis of results from multilateral privacy analysis, ordered by
privacy impact score.
Privacy
impact
score (out
of 36)

Dangerous
Permission
Groups
Requested (out
of 10)

Absent
Clarification in
Privacy Policy
(out of 10)

Idle Permission
Usage (out of
10)

20 (highest)

9

3

3

Runkeeper

19

6

4

3

Runtastic

15

6

1

4

Lifesum
Pedometer
Google Fit
MyFitnessPal
Endomondo
30dayFitnessChallenge
7minutesWorkout

13
13
10
9
9

5
6
5
6
5

3
3
0
2
0

4
2
3
0
2

5 (T1, T3, T4,
T5, T6)
6 (T1, T2, T3,
T4, T5, T6)
4 (T1, T3, T4,
T6)
1 (T6)
2 (T2, T4)
2 (T4, T5)
1 (T4)
2 (T4, T5)

6 (lowest)

2

2

0

2 (T4, T5)

6 (lowest)

2

2

0

2 (T4, T5)

App

Fitbit

Identified
Threats from
User Reviews
(out of 6)

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

x. GoogleFit: 10 (5/0/3/T) [Threat count, T=2]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

vi. MyFitnessPal: 9 (6/2/0/T) [Threat count, T=1]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

ii. Endomondo: 9 (5/0/2/T) [Threat count, T=2]

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

CONTACTS

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

LOCATION

CALENDAR

CONTACTS

CAMERA

CALL_LOG

viii. 7minsWorkout: 6 (2/2/0/T) [Threat count, T=2]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

iv. Runkeeper: 19 (6/4/3/T) [Threat count, T=6]

Permission-groups requested in Manifest.
Clarification missing in privacy policy.
Permission access whithout user interaction during runtime.

Legend

LOCATION

CALENDAR

vii. Runtastic: 15 (6/1/4/T) [Threat count, T=4]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

iii. 30dayFitnessChal.: 6 (2/2/0/T) [Threat count, T=2]

Figure 6: Visual comparison of apps’ privacy impact. Headline: App name, privacy impact score out of 36, (parameters in
brackets: permissions declared—blue outline, gaps in privacy policy—black segments, data accessed while unused—red
transparent segments and T = threat count which is not plotted in graph).

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

ix. Fitbit: 20 (9/3/3/T) [Threat count, T=5]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

v. Pedometer: 13 (6/3/2/T) [Threat count, T=2]

MICROPHONE

PHONE

STORAGE

SENSORS

SMS

i. Lifesum: 13 (5/3/4/T) [Threat count, T=1]
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Permission access measured while the app set was installed without user
interaction are presented with red areas in the app graphs in Fig. 6. Only
three out of ten chosen apps show no idle usage of their listed permissions:
30dayFitnessChallenge, 7minutesWorkout and MyFitnessPal. The fourth judgment criterion, user review analysis, is not plotted in Fig. 6 due to the fact that
it becomes cumbersome for visual representation, but the threat count (T) is
considered in total impact score calculation. In Table 5, the identified threats
from user review analysis are mapped to the corresponding apps. As it is depicted
in the rightmost column for instance, Runkeeper is subjected to the most privacy
threats that are identified from user reviews, but it ranks second according to
the total privacy impact score.
Based on our analysis, an app can be deemed as more privacy-preserving if it
requests fewer number of dangerous permissions, has less discrepancy between
manifest and available clarification in policy document, has reasonable permission
usage during run-time and has fewer threats from user review analysis.

4

Related Work

The assessment of privacy risk and privacy impact suffers from a general shortage
of empirical data that provides the basis for privacy risk analysis [13]. Risk calculations are made difficult due to the lack of occurrence and damage information.
Analysis therefore looks for other cues, e.g. static properties of program code
or code behavior [27,26]. Enck et al. [8] investigated the privacy of smartphone
apps by monitoring a set of sensitive permissions, e.g. location, storage, contacts,
phone number. In a sample of 311 of the most popular apps downloaded from
Google Play, they found five apps that implement dangerous functionalities, and
therefore, should be installed with extreme caution. Followed by this study, Enck
et al. [7] aimed at understanding of smartphone apps security by proposing a
decompiler which recovers Android apps source code directly from its installation
image. They analyzed 21 million lines of recovered code from 1,100 free apps
using automated tests and manual inspection and it shows the use/misuse of
personal/phone identifiers, and deep penetration of advertising and analytics
networks. TaintDroid [6] is a method in which the behavior of 30 popular Android
apps is studied. The analysis showed that two-third of the apps show suspicious
handling of sensitive data and that 15 of them reported users’ location to remote
advertising servers. FAIR [19] is a privacy risk assessment for Android apps and
benefits from an app behavior monitoring tool that collects information about
accesses to sensitive resources. The authors proposed the calculation of a privacy
risk score using a fuzzy logic-based approach that considers type, number and
frequency of accesses on resources according to some pre-defined rules. Their analysis on the 15 most popular apps by installation within different app categories
on Google Play shows a quantified comparison of apps by reporting to the user the
detected privacy invasive events. Although these are important works and provide
insights for privacy researchers, but they do not consider the importance of app
meta data analysis such as user reviews, privacy policy, manifest declaration, etc.
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In [21], the authors investigated the issue of trust when installing a new mobile
app. They considered app ratings, reviews and permissions as trust metrics and
assessed the trustworthiness of mobile apps. Similar to this, Habib et al. [15]
proposed an automatic framework to assess the trustworthiness of mobile apps.
Their framework is structured on app’s reputation and state of the art static
analysis tools. They evaluated their framework on a data set of some selected
apps from the Google Play store that revealed their approach outperforms the
existing methods. Neither of these two works studied the privacy-friendliness
aspects of mobile apps. Furthermore, they did not investigate the importance
of privacy and security analysis of user reviews and they only considered the
sentimental aspects of them. Also, the importance of app privacy policy analysis
and the correlation between dangerous permission requests (in manifest) and
purpose specification (in privacy policy) was not explored. This is why in our
work we consider the importance of such aspects and overcome these limitations.
The concept of privacy transparency, in particular ex-post and ex-ante transparency, are presented in detail in [25]. We derived our combined ex-ante and
ex-post approach from the ideas discussed in this paper. The privacy impact
analysis relates to the principle of multilateral security, which is a security analysis approach that includes all stakeholders’ perspectives and needs in a security
analysis [30,31]. The visualization of information is crucial when analyzing and
comparing complex information. The data sets in this study are of heterogeneous
nature, which poses challenges for visualization. With their systematic overview
over visual comparison methods, Gleicher et. al. [14] provided us with useful
insights, in particular on overlay encoding of graphs with superposition and
explicit encoding.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a method to assess privacy impact of Android apps.
The method uses four data sources. We demonstrated the use of the method with
a case study performed on ten popular fitness and exercise apps available on the
Android app market. Our multilateral methodology allows the assessment and
comparison of privacy implication of an app from four different perspectives: a)
comparison of apps’ resource requirement, b) assessment of those requirements
based on their corresponding privacy policies, c) quantification of their permission
access efforts during run-time and d) assessment of privacy concerns raised by
users. We combined ex-post and ex-ante transparency perspectives and presented
the overlaying results in tabular and graphical overlays as well as in an aggregated
privacy impact score which can offer an overview of privacy consequences for a
given set of apps. This ranking enables sorting the apps by their potential privacy
impact.
The case study found considerable gaps between the privacy policies and the
privilege requests and in addition, documented suspicious app behavior of some
of the apps in the app set. From this preliminary evidence we conclude that the
method has potential in providing transparency about app’s actual intentions
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to consume personal data to both end users and regulators. Table 5 and Fig. 6
both show that there are clear differences between app’s access request to data
and app vendors’ declaration about their data access intentions. Our results can
therefore be used as a base for personal decision-making about continued or
future app use.
Our future work will test and refine the method by evaluating the method
through studies on app sets for various purposes in diverse contexts. We are also
interested to investigate the impact of such visualization and privacy impact analysis on users’ decision making while choosing an app. These steps could include
but are not limited to automation of the procedure, prototype development and
usability studies. Possibly, our method in the future can support documentation
and regulation of privacy violations.
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